Effective digital media management relies heavily on the use of descriptive information, or "metadata," that envelops rich media files like video clips, audio files, high resolution photographs, and CAD/3D files. Good metadata permit quick search, extensive reuse, and consequently cost savings. If the metadata are inadequate, the file languishes unused and unusable. We propose a standard for metadata that does away with the trouble and expense (and inherent frustrations) of mandating terminology and thesaurus standards. 
Introduction
Digital media management relies heavily on the use of descriptive information about media objects, or metadata. It is the metadata that tell us what the file is, what it is about, who made it, who appears in it, how it can and cannot be used, and why we might want to retrieve it again for future use. If the metadata are accurate and complete, they permit quick search, extensive reuse, and consequently cost savings. If the metadata are inadequate, the file languishes unused and unusable.
We propose incorporating a broad, flexible thesaurus layer directly into the search software, so that: a) both cataloguers and users are free to use any terms the language permits to accurately describe their media, b) dynamic hierarchies are automatically generated and regenerated, greatly simplifying the tedious process of managing metadata and evolving terminology (vs. an object environment), and c) extensibility into multiple language versions is facilitated
We believe it should be the responsibility of the search software to effectively match criteria, placing the impetus on the engineer to produce software "smart enough" to rise to the challenge.
The Value of Metadata
If a picture is worth a thousand words, why do we need metadata at all? Beyond some information external to the medium itself, about the circumstances of its creation, why should we need metadata when we can just look at the picture or watch the video? First, in the case of watching video, the video, as an instance of time-based media, takes time to watch, perhaps considerably more time than it takes to view and evaluate descriptive metadata. Second, there may be information about the circumstances surrounding the depicted event that a casual viewer will not know. The very fact that captions exist, in newspapers, magazines, and on web sites, confirms that additional information may need to be passed on to the viewer: who is in the picture, what just happened, whether this is the first such event, and so on. Third, and especially significant from the standpoint of advertising or, really, any reuse of media, we must acknowledge that visual media contain a lot of implicit information. Thus two people shaking hands may convey friendship, diplomacy, veiled hostility, or transmission of germs, depending on who they are and why they are represented.
Video is increasingly accompanied by a text stream that can serve as descriptive metadata. Closed captions are often available with broadcast media, and provide some information. Voice recognition software, either independently or as incorporated into Information about the origin of the file will still be required. As we move forward, it may be that much of that information will be encoded into the file, so that it can be read automatically. Consider, for example, the Key-Length-Value encoding, proposed by Steven Long [2] , which can be used as an interchange protocol. For now, however, users will still need to know how, when, where, with whom, and for whom a media file was created.
Furthermore, the closed captions or transcript will not include implicit information. Certainly from the viewpoint of advertising, users need to know whether the people depicted are sad, happy, greedy, cruel, or generous, whether the food is luscious, whether the music is ominous or upbeat, and so on.
The third element that needs to be tracked outside the text stream is rights information. Some media objects can be reused freely, while others have rights restrictions limiting for whom, where, or how a file can be shown. Various rights to show or reuse media will depend on the time, location, talent, context, and other restrictions.
The Benefits of Dynamic Semantic Expansion
Creation of metadata can be painstaking and tedious. Many organizations, alarmed at the haphazard state of their metadata and the trouble that causes them in retrieving it, set up elaborate standards for the creation of the metadata. Sometimes a cataloguer will write cougar and sometimes mountain lion; if a searcher tries to find a puma, both are relevant, but they may be difficult to find. We propose a standard for metadata that does away with the trouble and expense of mandating terminology and thesaurus standards. Many organizations, perhaps believing that they are the first to tackle the thesaurus problem, create an ontology from scratch to describe their organization and its objects. This approach is deeply flawed. A custom thesaurus or ontology is time-consuming to create, difficult to maintain, and not nimble enough to embrace the one aspect of information technology that we take as a given: change.
The optimal way to cope with the terminology problem is to assume that anything that can be described in human language could need to be characterized in the descriptive metadata. A full English vocabulary, with all of its terms suitably interrelated, is a better starting point than a hand-created, limited terminology thesaurus. New information can be described without extending English (by and large). The manually created thesaurus, on the other hand, needs constant attention.
To ease the burden on cataloguers and searchers even further, incorporating the thesaurus directly into the search software allows both cataloguers and end users to use any terms in English that accurately describe their media. It is then the responsibility of the search software to match them up. This allows the tedious part of the work to be the responsibility of something that excels at dull repetitive tasks: the computer. February 8-10, eMotion has developed a natural language (plain English) search engine that incorporates the thesaurus capabilities described above [1] . Using a variety of open-source and proprietary data sources, we have created a semantic net that encompasses synonym relationships, hierarchical links like vehicle… car, truck, location relationships like North America… U.S. … New England … Massachusetts … Boston, and more. eMotion's search engine also understands the relationships between words, so that it can distinguish tiger from tiger shark and fire engine from engine fire. The real value of the search engine, however, is that it encourages the creation of metadata that will stand the test of time. If the long-term standard is English, rather than a brittle set of keywords or a homegrown hierarchy, there are many benefits that result. First, it is easier to catalogue: it is easier to find trained cataloguers, easier to retain them, and the work they do is less tedious. Secondly, since cataloguing is faster, the entire process is less expensive. Our metrics for cataloguing media indicate that keywording costs approximately $15 per media file, while natural language indexing costs $2.50 per media file. In addition, there are fewer worries about outdated legacy systems, and migration to new generations of archive software is simpler, since the metadata can simply be dumped from the database into the new, unrelated system. English metadata are friendly, too; they are easier for every kind of user to understand, and they support complex searches done by experts as well as searches performed by novice users.
As an aside, we should note that a well-designed natural language search engine easily incorporates searches in languages other than English. The code that supports identifying word relationships, locations, synonyms, names, and so on is all separate from the English-specific data on which the code operates, and the English data can easily be replaced by other data in order to create a multilingual system, or one specific to another language.
Let us examine which kinds of searches are most enhanced by the use of smart searching. In a one-word search, keywords are often just as good as natural language searching. If you are looking for an elephant, then both systems will do reasonably well simply by matching your request exactly. Even in that case, however, if what you are looking for is a hippo, then it is handy to have a system smart enough to match on hippopotamus. Worse, in the case of the search for that elephant, you do not really want to see the elephant seal, and the facility that blocks that error requires sophistication about noun 
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The difference between keyword search and natural language search becomes more evident as the query complexity increases. Once you get to queries like flower blooming in the snow, you need several levels of sophistication to match the right files. One of the advantages of natural language search is that it supports trained searchers as well as novices. It supports novices because it works like regular English, understanding word relationships, capitalization, plurals, punctuation, and so on, without special characters or syntax. It supports the advanced user because it has the intelligence to match on detailed queries, in one try. Keyword or hierarchical search engines often contain a facility for saving a query, because it can take several tries to refine a query sufficiently so that it contains the necessary variants and excludes the undesirable elements. For the flower example, a keyword searcher might need to craft an extended query like the following:
Metadata Techniques Required to Match
(flower or daffodil or rose or hyacinth) and (bloom* or blossom*) and snow* not "snow white" not "flower girl" Natural language search is simpler to use, yet supports complicated searches.
The Benefits of Fields vs. Objects in Managing Hierarchical Information
Traversing a hierarchy in search of a file can also be a time-consuming and frustrating process. According to a study by Gistics, users take fifteen minutes to find an item in a hierarchy. When compared with a three-second natural language search, this is clearly not time well spent. (While it is theoretically true that keyword search can be very fast also, the advantage disappears when the search fails to find the desired items on the first pass.)
Object-oriented programming has long been popular, and in fact it offers valuable paradigms for handling data. It does, however, have limitations, and we should be prudent about its use. For example, since Java can be slow, and chaining up and down hierarchies can be slower, we should be careful that we limit our object view of the world to those areas where 1) it reflects reality, and 2) the slowdown does not hamper performance. The natural language approach incorporates a semantic net that in some ways replicates an object hierarchy: a sedan is a kind of car, a car is a kind of vehicle, etc. But, as "net" implies, the semantic net includes a dozen other relations, so that it can replicate the interconnections that constitute our knowledge of English. What does this all mean when searching for media? A task-specific custom hierarchy will be less rich, with less content and fewer relationships. Each new entity will need to be added into the correct relationship in the hierarchy, so that files can be tagged with that new entity and retrieved. In a fast-changing environment such as broadcast news, it may be frustratingly unworkable: the thesaurus manager may be unable to add entities and relationships fast enough to support news usage. Instead, we begin from a knowledge of language. Just as you can understand a news report based on your general knowledge of English, a natural language-based system is ready for the changing world, with a more nimble design based on the expectation of novel information.
To give a simple example, consider Barbra Streisand, who may appear in our data as an actress, producer, director, singer, or composer. We can create an object model in which, say, Talent incorporates the roles of Actress and Singer, but not (!) Producer, Director, or Composer. A possible object model is presented below, along with an indication of the considerable effort required to support and extend it.
The object model has disadvantages: it requires additional work to add each element, manually; it is brittle and inflexible; and it can make processing extremely slow. February 8-10, right approach is to limit the scope of the object model, using it only where a hierarchical view of the data is of benefit.
Conclusion
Metadata are important now, and they will continue to be important. The choices we make about how to record metadata have a major effect on our resources -often, the metadata represent a substantial investment. If we choose a metadata option that cannot support decades of change (an eternity in the software industry), then we are throwing money away. If we choose a metadata option for which we cannot maintain consistency, then we are throwing away media assets. The best choice is a lightweight standard that does not place an undue burden on cataloguers or searchers, and can be expected to remain a standard for decades or centuries. Natural language meets this test, and provides considerable advantages in searching as well.
